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CASE STUDY

A hybrid delivery solution

Intro
Having more than doubled in size in the past year, the restaurant delivery channel
has become an essential part of any off premise strategy in terms of reaching
customers and growing revenue
With that, delivery now has a far greater impact on a restaurant’s profitability so it is
critical to have an efficient solution in place that never compromises the customer
experience
Although 3rd party delivery apps are an essential source of revenue, many
restaurants also operate a self delivery model, prefering to manage their cost base
and retain direct engagement with their customers. Operating these 2 solutions in
parallel has rarely led to a profitable delivery solution, until now
VROMO allows restaurant brands to work with multiple order sources while
operating an optimised blend of self delivery and 3rd party delivery to maximise
customer reach and delivery cost effectiveness

Background
The Customer - Papa Gino’s
Founded in 1961, Papa Gino’s Pizzeria is a proud New England staple with a heritage
of serving high quality, handmade pizzas with fresh ingredients and an 80-year old
Italian family recipe. From a single restaurant in East Boston, Papa Gino’s has
expanded over the years and now has nearly 100 restaurants in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire and Connecticut

The Problem(s)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Significant increase in delivery volume having a detrimental effect on bottom line
Customer eager to prioritise self delivery to maintain relationship with the customer
Forecasting driver requirement accurately and managing driver retention becoming increasingly challenging
Limited metrics to optimise fleet performance
Manual intervention when dispatching to various delivery partners is slow and labour intensive
Too many real-time decisions having to be made by in-house Ops team
Customer experience compromised by lack of visibility and inconsistent delivery times
Inability to achieve the desired unit economics for profitable delivery

Resolution
Challenge

Solution

Too much monitoring and effort required by GM’s in store to
make real-time decisions on overflowing orders (or rejecting in
some cases)

Automated dispatch with rules in place to ensure in-house
delivery team receive orders ahead of 3rd party delivery
partner

No way of managing stacking, aside from having in-house team
Dispatch solution capable of stacking multiple orders into a
determine (with input from drivers) which orders could be
single delivery run
batched based on Google Maps searches
No reliable data available to track ‘on-time’ deliveries or total
time from order to door

Availability of data to analyse performance for both self and 3rd
party delivery from all order sources, across all restaurant sites

No consolidated customer review/feedback options available
that promote brand and ensure consistent ratings

Branded order tracking and B2C messaging to improve
customer experience

Integrated Overflow - Omni Fleet Delivery
Customer orders food
via Papa Gino's website,
app or marketplace
platforms

VROMO sends notifications to customer
with live order tracking, branded with Papa
Gino's marketing content

Orders instantly
populate on VROMO
and automatically
dispatched to the most
appropriate driver for
that delivery

VROMO sends delivery
instructions via VROMO’s Driver
app or DOORDASH DRIVE

NO FURTHER INTEGRATION REQUIRED

MAXIMISE DELIVERY ECONOMICS AND CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

Rollout
● Initial trial kicked off with 1 store for 3 weeks & 3 stores for 1 further week
● 10 additional stores added each week until full rollout achieved
● Dispatch rules refined over initial 4 week period
○ Started out with overflowing orders to Dashers at certain times of the day
○ Progressed to overflowing when internal drivers were not available
○ Settled on a hybrid solution based on dispatch efficiency taking into account factors such as
kitchen readiness, distance to customer, distance between customers (stacked deliveries) and
driver availability
● Key metrics:
○ 79 stores across 4 states
○ Over 600 drivers onboarded using the VROMO driver app
○ Papa Gino’s drivers deliver all orders within a 2-3 mile radius (depending on store location) &
DoorDash deliver all orders outside of that radius
○ 10s of 1000s orders per week coming directly from POS system (Toast)

Outcome
Using VROMO’s technology and ingesting all orders from Papa Gino’s POS system, the Papa Gino’s
team have:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Transparency and visibility of delivery times
The ability to measure driver and restaurant efficiency (internal and external)
The ability to prioritise self-delivery based on distance from restaurant
Less real-time decisions to be taken - automatically overflowing to DoorDash Drive (3rd parties?)
when restaurant is at capacity or drivers are not clocked in
Access to the right metrics to measure driver efficiency (internal & 3rd party) and track customer
feedback in real-time
The flexibility to operate efficiently (and differently) on a store by store basis
Not cancelled any orders due to lack of driver availability
Predictability on 3rd party costs - weekly 22-30% of all orders are dispatched to 3rd party providers

What Papa Gino's say
Tom Sterrett
Chief Executive Officer, Papa Gino's

• Enhancing guest experience
• Efficiently leverages own drivers
• Expanding delivery zones
• Manage operations effectively
“Delivery is a big part of Papa Gino’s business, and there is
nothing more important to us than making sure a guest
feels like they get a 5-star guest experience when their food
gets to their door. We love the fact that VROMO allows us
to manage our deliveries so we can provide our guests with
the best experience possible, whether it’s using our own
drivers or leveraging a great partner like DoorDash to
handle overflow in peak times or to help us expand our
delivery zones
This wouldn’t be possible without VROMO”

• Predictability around external costs
• Allows the delivery business to grow with
the right support in place

